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ABSTRACT 
 
          The Two Link Flexible manipulator (TLFM) is a two-input-two-output, highly nonlinear 
and unstable system. Therefore, modeling and control system design of such a system is a 
challenging task. To this end, first, to establish a non-linear mathematical model of the TLFM, 
its kinematic and dynamic motions are analyzed through assumed mode method. Then a 
linearized model about equilibrium point at origin is obtained from this nonlinear model via 
“linmod/linearize” command in MATLAB. Next, for this linearized model a two-loop robust PD 
controller is designed via root locus based loop shaping approach. The controller obtained thus is 
employed for the nonlinear system and the robustness results are verified. 
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Introduction 
          Flexible robot manipulators, unlike industrial robots, are utilized for specific purposes like 
in a space shuttle arm. These flexible robots have an increased payload carrying capacity, lesser 
energy consumption, cheaper construction, faster movements, and longer reach. However, link 
flexibility causes significant technical problems. The weight reduction leads the manipulator to 
become more flexible and more difficult to control accurately. The manipulator being a 
distributed parameter system, it is highly non-linear in nature. Control algorithms will be 
required to compensate for both the vibrations and static deflections that result from the 
flexibility. This provides a challenge to design control techniques that gives precise control of 
desired parameters of the system in desired time, ability to cope up with sudden changes in the 
bounded system parameters, and robust performance.   
          In past few years modeling of two-link flexible manipulators has been carried out through 
different modeling approaches like assumed mode method (AMM) approach and finite element 
(FE) approach. In this thesis we adopted the AMM based modeling as it has many advantages 
over FE approach. One of the advantages is that AMM method describes the flexibility and 
vibration modes more descriptively than FE method. The nonlinear model is linearized about 
operating points to obtain linear model of the system. 
          Ultimate goal of such robotic designs is to accurate tip position control in spite of the 
flexibility in a reasonable amount of time. Conventional control system design is generally a trial 
and error process which is often not capable of controlling a process, which varies significantly 
during operation. Many controller algorithms such as adaptive control, Neural Network (NN), 
fuzzy logic have been used for tip position control of two-link flexible manipulators. These 
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methods are effective but are more complex and difficult to design and analyze. So a simple PD 
controller is implemented on the dynamic model of the flexible manipulator. 
         The proportional–derivative (PD) controllers have been widely used in industry for many 
years due to their simplicity of operation, robustness of performance. Unfortunately, it has been a 
problem to achieve optimal PD gains because many industrial plants are often burdened with 
problems such as high order, time delays, and nonlinearities. For a wide range of practical 
applications, the tuning approaches like trial and error method and Ziegler-Nichols method 
works quite well. However, the tuning process is too laborious and time consuming. Due to these 
reasons, it is highly desirable to find new approaches to the tuning of PD controllers. In this 
thesis a new PD controller design is done via root locus based loop shaping approach.  
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2.1 System Description  
            The Two Link Flexible Manipulator (2LFM) Robot is depicted in Fig.2.1. This robot 
system consists of two DC motors driving via harmonic gearboxes. Both links are flexible and 
instrumented with strain gauges. The primary link is rigidly clamped to the first drive (a.k.a. 
elbow) and carries at its end the second harmonic drive (a.k.a. shoulder) to which another 
flexible link is attached. Both   motors are   instrumented with quadrature   optical   encoders. 
Each   flexible   link   is equipped with one strain gauge sensor which is located at the clamped 
end of the link. The described   robotic mechanism emulates torsional compliance and serial 
linkage flexibility, which are common characteristics in mechanical systems such as robot arms. 
Also this system is similar in nature to the control problems encountered in large light space 
structures where the weight constraints result in flexible structures that must be controlled using 
feedback techniques. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.1: Two-Link Flexible Manipulator 
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2.2 Mathematical Modeling 
2.2.1. Kinematic modeling 
               Consider a planar 2-link flexible arm with rotary joints between the two flexible links 
whose first link is clamped at its base on the rotor of a motor and second link is loaded with a 
point mass at its tip as shown in Fig.2.2. 
 
Fig.2.2: A Planar 2 Link Flexible Arm 
           The following coordinate frames are then established: the inertial frame (X0’, Y0’) ; the 
rigid body moving frame associated to link 1(X1 ,Y1) and link 2 (X2 ,Y2) ; and the flexible body 
moving  frame  associated to link 1(X1’, Y1’) and link 2 (X2’, Y2’). The rigid  motion  is described 
by  the  joint angles  𝜃𝑖and 𝑦𝑖 𝑥𝑖  stand for  the  transversal  deflection  of  link  i at  abscissa xi, 
0 ≤  xi ≤ li , li being the link length. 
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           Let 
i
pi(xi) be  the position  of  a point  along the  deflected  link  i  with  respect  to  frame  
( Xi , Yi) and is given by 
i
pi(xi) = (xi  yi(xi))
T 
. It is the absolute position of the same point in 
frame (X0’, Y0’). Also, 
i
ri+1  = 
i
pi(li) indicates the position of the origin of frame ( Xi+1 , Yi+1), 
with respect to frame ( Xi , Yi), and  ri  its  absolute  position   in   frame  (X0’,  Y0’) .  
           The rigid joint rotation matrix Ai, and the rotation matrix Ei of the flexible link at the end 
point are given by [1], 
Ai =   
𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑖 −𝑆𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝑖
𝑆𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑖
  ,        Ei =   
1 −𝑦𝑖𝑒 
𝑦𝑖𝑒 1
                            (1) 
where,  𝑦′𝑖𝑒 = (𝜕𝑦𝑖/𝜕𝑥𝑖)    𝑥𝑖= 𝑙𝑖  ,  
         Using Denavit Hartenberg representation the absolute position vectors are expressed as [1] 
  pi  =  ri + Wi 
i
pi    ,         ri+1  =  ri + Wi 
i
ri+1                                        (2) 
Wi in the above expression is the global transformation matrix from (X0’, Y0’) to (Xi, Yi). 
And absolute angular velocity of frame (Xi, Yi) is [1] 
                                 𝛼 𝑖 =    𝜃𝑗 
𝑖
𝑗=1 +  𝑦′
 
𝑘𝑒
𝑖−1
𝑘=1                                                 (3) 
Here the upper dot denotes the time derivative. And the linear absolute velocity of an arm point 
is given by [1], 
  pi =  𝑟 𝑖+ 𝑊 𝑖
 i
pi  + Wi 
i 𝑝 𝑖  (4) 
And 
i 𝑟 𝑖+1 = 
i 𝑝 𝑖(li).  
As the links are assumed to be inextensible (i.e.𝑥 𝑖 = 0) so, 
i 𝑝 𝑖(xi) = (0  𝑦 𝑖(xi))
T
. 
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2.2.2 Dynamic modeling 
            The dynamic equation of motion for two link flexible manipulator is derived through 
Lagrangian approach following reference [1]. By computing the kinetic energy ‘T’ and potential 
energy ‘U’ of the system ,the lagrangian equation is formed which is given by , L = T-U.  
            The total kinetic energy of the system is given by the sum of the following components: 
                                       T =   Tℎ𝑖 + 
2
𝑖=1   
2
𝑖=1 T𝑙𝑖  +  T𝑝                                         (5) 
The kinetic of the rigid body located at hub i of mass mhi and moment of inertia jhi is  
                                      Tℎ𝑖 =  
1
2
mℎ𝑖r  𝑖  
𝑇r  𝑖 +   
1
2
Jℎ𝑖    α  𝑖  
2                                       (6) 
with  α  𝑖  as in equation (3), the kinetic for link i of linear density ρi is 
                                  T𝑙𝑖 =  
1
2
  
𝑙𝑖
0
ρ𝑖 𝑥𝑖 p  𝑖  
𝑇 𝑥𝑖 p  𝑖 𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝑥𝑖                                   (7) 
The kinetic energy associated with the payload of mass mp and moment of inertia Jp                     
located at the end of second link is 
                                T𝑝 =  
1
2
m𝑝r  3 
𝑇r  3 +   
1
2
J𝑝 α  2 +  y ′2𝑒  
2                                 (8) 
Following identities are used to solve equation (6)-(8) 
Ai
T 
Ai = Ei
T 
Ei = S
T 
S = I  
 Ai
T Ai  = S𝛳 i ,  Ei
T Ei  = (I𝑦 ie + S)𝑦  ie                                               (9) 
            The potential energy (without considering gravity i.e. horizontal plane motion) is given 
by  
                           U =   U 𝑖
2
𝑖=1 =    
1
2
2
𝑖=1   (𝐸𝐼) 𝑖(𝑥𝑖)
 𝑙𝑖
0
 
𝑑2𝑦𝑖(𝑥𝑖)
𝑑𝑥 𝑖
2  
2
𝑑𝑥𝑖               (10) 
where Ui is the elastic energy stored in link i and (EI)i being its flexural rigidity. 
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            While modeling link deflection has been considered by means of assumed mode shapes 
with proper boundary conditions satisfying partial differential equation 
                                    (𝐸𝐼)𝑖
𝜕4𝑦𝑖(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑡)
𝜕𝑥𝑖
4 + 𝜌𝑖
𝜕2𝑦𝑖(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑡)
𝜕𝑡 
2 = 0 ,    i = 1, 2                             (11) 
           Using the assumed modes method (Meirovitch, 1970; Meyer, 1971), a solution of the 
dynamic equation of motion of the manipulator can be obtained as a linear combination of the 
product of admissible functions 𝜙𝑖𝑗  𝑥𝑖  and time-dependent generalized coordinates 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (t) 
                                    𝑦𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡 =   𝜙𝑖𝑗  𝑥𝑖 
2
𝑗 =1  𝛿𝑖𝑗  𝑡                                      (12) 
and here we have assumed two mode shapes.  
           The dynamic model of the two-link flexible manipulator is obtained using the Lagrange-
Euler equations, 
                               
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑞𝑖 
 −  
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑞𝑖
= 𝑓𝑖    ,            i = 1, 2, 3,…,6                                  (13) 
where  { fi }  are  the  generalized  forces  performing  work  on {qi}. 
           As  a  result  of  this  procedure,  the  equations  of  motion  for a  planar  2-link  flexible  
arm  can  be  written  in  the  familiar closed  form, 
   M 𝑞 𝑞 + ℎ 𝑞, 𝑞 + 𝐾𝑞 + 𝐷𝑞 = 𝑄𝑢                                   (14) 
where  q  = (θ1,θ2,δ11,δ12,δ21,δ22)
T
   and  u is the 2-vector  of joint (actuator)  torques.  M  is the  
positive- definite  symmetric  inertia  matrix,  h is  the  vector  of  coriolis  and centrifugal  
forces, K  is the  stiffness matrix,  and  Q is the input weighting matrix  (i.e.  in  the form [I2x2 
O(6-2)x2]) due  to  the  clamped  link  assumption. The combined effect of joint viscous friction 
and link structural damping can be added as  𝑞  , where D is a diagonal matrix. 
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2.3 State-space Modeling 
           A state space model is constructed using a set of system variables which define the status 
of a process at any instant in time. In general, system behavior changes with time, and the 
information about this evolution of system status usually resides in the rate-of-change variables 
within a system or in combinations of these variables and their derivatives. These status variables 
are known as the state variables of the system and the set of state variables which describe the 
behavior of a system is termed the system state.             
           The state space modeling is done to make the system analysis simpler and to find the 
measure of the state w.r.t. time by solving the system ordinary differential equations (ODEs). 
Dynamic model of 2 link flexible manipulator is of 2
nd
 order, hence for designing state space 
model we have assumed state variables as, 
 x1 = θ1 ,  x2 = θ2  , x3 = δ11  , x4 = δ12 , x5 = δ21  ,  x6 = δ22 , 
 x7 = θ 1 ,  x8 = θ 2  ,  x9 = δ 11 ,  x10 = δ 12  ,  x11 = δ 21  , x12 = δ 22 
The state vector is taken as: 
x = [ x1, x2 , x3 , x4 , x5, x6, x7 , x8 , x9 , x10 , x11,  x12 ]
T 
The state space form for non-linear system is represented as, 
𝑥 = f(x) + g(x).u 
                                                   y = h(x, u)                                                              (15) 
For state-space representation the equation of motion is rewritten in the form shown below, 
    𝑞 =  M 𝑞 −1(𝑄𝑢 − ℎ 𝑞, 𝑞 − 𝐾𝑞 − 𝐷𝑞 )                                 (16) 
11 
 
Solving equation (16) and comparing with equation (15) , we get following results , 
f(x) = [x7  x8  x9  x10  x11  x12  a1  a2  a3  a4  a5  a6 ]
T 
g(x) = 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
𝑏11 𝑏12
𝑏21 𝑏22
𝑏31 𝑏32
𝑏41 𝑏42
𝑏51 𝑏52
𝑏61 𝑏62 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             (17) 
u =  
𝜏1
𝜏2
  (torques at two joints) 
where, a = [M 𝑞 −1(−ℎ 𝑞, 𝑞 − 𝐾𝑞 − 𝐷𝑞) ]6x1 
a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6  are the elements of a6x1 matrix. 
b = M(q)-1Q   with 
Q =  
 
 
 
 
 
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 
 
 
 
 
  
b11, b12, b21, b22, b31, b32, b41, b42, b51, b52, b61, b62   are the elements of b6x2 matrix. 
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3.1. Linearization of Dynamic Model 
            For a nonlinear system, the state space form is given as shown in equation (15). And for a 
autonomous system u = 0. So x  = f(x). The model is linearized about the operating point which is 
found out by solving the following equations 
                                                   x  = 0       f(x) = 0                                                            (18) 
Solving Eq.(18) the operating points are found out to be at x = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
T
  
            Theoretically let the operating points be (x0, u0). So, for any small change in the model 
should behave linearly about these operating points. Now the autonomous system state-space 
model is given by: 
x  = f(x,u)                                                                 (19) 
About operating points, x = x0 + 𝛿x and u = u0 + 𝛿u 
Hence, 
                                                x  = f(x0 + 𝛿x, u0 + 𝛿u)                                                    (20) 
Applying taylor series expansion 
           x  = f(x0,u0) +    
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
 
𝑥0𝑢0
𝛿x +    
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
 
𝑥0𝑢0
 𝛿u + higher order terms                   (21) 
Neglecting the higher order terms from the Eq.(21), 
                f(x0 + 𝛿x , u0 + 𝛿u) − f(x0,u0) =   
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
 
𝑥0𝑢0
𝛿x +    
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
 
𝑥0𝑢0
 𝛿u                     (22) 
Assuming the left hand side term as 𝛿x  and 𝛿x as x and 𝛿u as u, the above equation becomes 
                                                           x  = Ax + Bu                                                           (23) 
where, A =   
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
 
𝑥0𝑢0
     and         B =  
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
 
𝑥0𝑢0
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3.2 Linear State-space Model 
           Using the formulae described in the previous section the linear state-space matrices A B C 
D are found out to be, 
A=  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 14.34 115.6 0.3701 7.703 0 0 1.50 3.23 0.008 0.02
0 0 2094 −2.517𝑒4 −58.33 −2742 0 0 219.50 −703.7 −1.34 −8.66
0 0 −1881 2.19𝑒4 193.4 4026 0 0 −197.20 612.40 4.46 −12.74
0 0 1558 −1.904𝑒4 −67.85 −1412 0 0 163.30 532.30 −1.56 −4.46
0 0 9.378 −46.26 −275.4 −947.8 0 0 0.98 −1.29 −6.36 −2.99
0 0 3.664 −18.07 −17.79 −10250 0 0 0.38 −0.50 −0.41 −32.44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B =  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
9.78 −4.485
−4.485 2629
−15.76 −2302
−9.034 1968
−0.01973 3.109
−0.007708 2.744  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C =   
0.5 0 0.186 0.215 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.5 0 0 0.883 −0.069 0 0 0 0 0 0
  
D =  
0 0
0 0
                                                                                                                                                    (24) 
The tip positions of both the links of the two-link flexible manipulator are taken as output. 
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3.3 Transfer Function Model 
           A Transfer function model is framed using previously obtained A, B, C, D matrices and 
considering the two torques required for link movement as two inputs and the measured tip 
positions of both the links as two outputs. So the two-link manipulator system is a two-input-
two-output system. A transfer function matrix G(s) is computed which consists of four transfer 
functions defined as below: 
G(s) =  
𝐺11 (𝑠) 𝐺12(𝑠)
𝐺21(𝑠) 𝐺22(𝑠)
                                                    (25) 
where, G11(s) = (tip position of link-1) / (input torque-1), 
            G12(s) = (tip position of link-1) / (input torque-2), 
            G21(s) = (tip position of link-2) / (input torque-1), 
and      G22(s) = (tip position of link-2) / (input torque-2), 
           From this model, poles and zeroes are found out. The values of pole and zeroes which are 
approximately equal are then cancelled out. Finally a reduced order transfer function model is 
obtained. 
Poles of the system: 
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , -692.6 , -16.26±99.93j , -28.66 , -3.31±16.23j , -3.95±8.18j 
 Zeroes of G11: 
Gain = 0.01641 
-39.2 , -9.525 , -2.88±15.52j , 15.89±98.93j , -437.05±431.96j , 0 , 0 
16 
 
 Zeroes of G12: 
Gain = -7.356 
-2.294±6.04j , -90.15±9.433j , -3.45±16.59j , -15.95±99.93j , 0 , 0 
 Zeroes of G21: 
Gain = -2.259 
-184.6 , 76.55 , 19.17 , -4.846 , -1.136±15.566j , -16.3±99.97j , 0 , 0 
 Zeroes of G22: 
Gain = 1317 
-1.988±5.74j , -4.634±14.48j , -0.9365±15.2j , -16.26±99.93j , 0 , 0 
The reduced order transfer function model obtained after pole zero cancellation is as follows: 
G11 =  
0.01641(S+39.2)(S+9.525)(S+437.05±431.96j)
S2(S+28.66)(S+692.6)(S+3.95±8.18j)
 
G12 =  
−7.356(S+2.294±6.04j)(S+90.15±9.433j)
S2(S+28.66)(S+692.6)(S+3.95±8.18j)
                                                (26) 
G21 =  
−2.259(S+184.6)(S−76.55)(S−19.17)(S+4.846)(S+1.136±15.566j)
S2(S+28.66)(S+692.6)(S+3.95±8.18j)(S+3.31±16.23j)
 
G22 =  
1317(S+1.988±5.74j)(S+4.63±14.48j)(S+0.9365±15.2j)
S2(S+28.66)(S+692.6)(S+3.95±8.18j)(S+3.31±16.23j)
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4.1 Controller Design 
           SISO controller design has been carried out for this system as standard methods are 
available and it is easy to design. The two-link flexible manipulator is a MIMO system as two 
input torques are required for both the links to rotate and the angles rotated by both links are 
sensed as the output. For controller design purpose the MIMO system is required to be converted 
into SISO system. 
           Direct two loop SISO controller design can be carried out for a two-input-two-output 
system only if the diagonal elements of the system matrix contains all the unstable poles and the 
also the dominant stable pole (nearer to imaginary axis in s-plane). It is observed that the reduced 
order two-link flexible manipulator model satisfies the above requirements of SISO controller 
design. So SISO controller can be used in the reduced order linear model of two-link flexible 
manipulator and for better output control it should be verified whether it yields good robustness. 
           Initially we are interested in two loop PID controller design, since PID controllers are well 
accepted in industries and other practical applications. But the reduced order transfer function 
model described in the previous section contains two poles at the origin. This indicates that the 
integral action of the PID controller is not required for two-link flexible manipulator system. So 
a simple PD controller is proposed for the tip position control of the two-link flexible 
manipulator. The transfer function of the PD controller is defined as; 
C(s) = KPD(s) = KP + KD.s                                               (27) 
where KP is the proportional gain and KD is the derivative gain. The proportional gain in the PD 
controller helps in reducing rise time. It also decreases the steady state error of the system. 
Derivative gain is necessary for increasing stability of the system and reducing the overshoot, 
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and improving the transient response. Positive values of Kp and Kd are chosen to ensure the 
stability of the closed loop system. 
           The two-link flexible manipulator system requires two controlled input torques to be 
applied to both the links for tip position control. So two PD controllers have been designed for 
the system based on root locus loop shaping technique. This technique involves analysis of pole 
zero diagram and placing open loop poles in proper places in the s-plane so that the open loop 
transfer function satisfies certain sensitivity and robustness criteria.  
           The closed loop control of the two-link flexible manipulator consists of a negative 
feedback with loop gain 1 and feedforward PD controller alongwith the plant transfer function. 
The reduced order transfer function of the manipulator model is given by G(s) as obtain from the 
previous section and the controller transfer function is given by C(s), (27). So the open loop 
transfer function L(s) is defined as; 
L(s) = G(s).C(s)                                                       (28) 
            In loop shaping technique the main work is focused on the open loop transfer function 
L(s). Since G(s) of the manipulator model is known and fixed, the controller transfer function 
C(s) is to be chosen such that it shapes the loop function response L(s) in frequency domain for 
better sensitivity and robustness, i.e. the PD controller gains should be chosen properly so that 
the open loop poles will be placed at required places thus ensuring robustness to the system. 
Sensitivity and robustness analysis is explained in detail in the next section. 
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4.2 Robustness Analysis 
            Robust stability, with respect to plant parameter variations, can be analyzed by the 
concept of sensitivity. Sensitivity is defined as the percentage change in loop transfer function of 
the plant caused by a differential change in any plant parameter. For any transfer function T(s, α) 
with α being the variable plant parameter, sensitivity is defined by the relationship: 
Sα
T
 ≝ lim∆α→0
∆𝑇/𝑇
∆α/α
 = 
𝑑𝑇/𝑇
𝑑α/α
 = 
α
𝑇
 
𝑑𝑇
𝑑α
                               (29) 
Sensitivity function S(s) in terms of open loop transfer function is defined by: 
S(s) = 
1
1+𝐿(𝑠)
 =  
1
1+𝐺 𝑠 𝐶(𝑠)
                                (30) 
The sensitivity function S(s) quantifies the effect of the loop compensator function C(s) relative 
to unknown plant parameter variations. 
The complementary sensitivity function T(s) is defined by: 
T(s) = 
𝐿(𝑠)
1+𝐿(𝑠)
 =  
𝐺 𝑠 𝐶(𝑠)
1+𝐺 𝑠 𝐶(𝑠)
                               (31) 
and it is also the closed loop transfer function from reference input to the output. 
            The maximum amplitude of S(s = jω) for all ω ≥ 0; i.e. maxω |S(jω)| is used to obtain 
simple bounds on both the gain and the phase margins of stable, closed-loop systems. Indeed, a 
single bound on maxω |S(jω)| can be used as a measure of robust stability in virtually all closed-
loop stable cases, including the nonminimum phase and open-loop unstable cases in which both 
the GM and the PM in the bode plot are ill-defined. 
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           For robustness analysis let’s begin with the definition of the so-called “infinite-norm” of 
any stable, proper, rational transfer function T(s). The infinite-norm of a rational function T(s), 
which is both analytic and bounded in the half-plane Re(s) > 0, is defined by the relationship: [2] 
|| T ||∞  ≝ maxω |T(jω)|                                                       (32) 
and simply represents the maximum amplitude attained by its frequency response. 
            It is observed that the frequency response magnitude of the return difference, | 1 + L(jω) | 
= | 1 + G(jω)C(jω) |, equals the length of a vector drawn from -1 to L(jω)-plane; that is |1+L(jω) | 
= |S(jω)|-1 represents the distance from the loop gain L(jω) to the critical -1 point in the complex 
L(jω)-plane for all ω ≥ 0. Therefore, the inverse of the infinite-norm of the sensitivity function, 
namely, ||S||∞
-1
 represents the minimum distance from L(jω) to the -1 point. 
Since 
|| S ||∞ = maxω |S(jω)| ≝ S  ≥ 1                                               (33) 
It follows that 
|| S ||∞
-1
 = S -1 = minω | 1+ L(jω) | ≤ 1                                         (34) 
Therefore, a polar plot of L(jω) will just contact, 
but fail to penetrate, a circle of radius S -1, centered 
at -1 in the complex L(jω)-plane as shown in 
Fig.4.2. 
            Minimum bounds on both the gain margin 
and the phase margin of a system characterized by 
a minimum phase L(s) can be expressed directly as   Fig.4.2: The Loop Gain and the S -1 circle[2] 
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functions of S , in light of Fig.4.3, where Fig.4.2 has 
been embellished with an arc of radius 1,centered 
at the origin, to define the angle θ. Therefore, the 
distance l = 1− S -1 depicted in Fig.4.3 represents a 
lower bound on the gain margin of the system, in 
the sense that 
GM ≥ 
1
𝑙
 = 
S 
S −1
                    (35)   Fig.4.3: GM and PM from the S -1 circle [2] 
Furthermore, the angle θ depicted in Fig.4.3 represents a lower bound on the phase margin of the 
system, in the sense that 
PM ≥ θ = 2 sin-1  
1
2S 
                                                 (36) 
           To ensure an accepted nominal design that attains a GM ≥ 2 and a PM ≥ 300, as noted it 
may be required that 
S  ≤ 2 ≈ 6 dB or that S -1 = minω | 1 + L(jω) | ≥ 0.5                       (37) 
so that the GM ≥ 2 and the PM ≥ 290 ≈ 300, in views of Eqs.(35) and (36), respectively. 
However, such a requirement may be conservative, since larger values of  S  can imply both a 
GM > 2 and a PM > 30
0. In particular, Eq.(37) ensures that L(jω) remains an acceptable, 
“marginal” distance away from the critical -1 point, irrespective of the number and the direction 
of encirclements required for closed-loop stability; i.e. Eq.(37) ensures robust stability w.r.t. 
plant parameter variations once nominal closed-loop stability is obtained. 
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           So from the above analysis it is clear that the controller should be designed so that it 
ensures || S ||∞ & || T ||∞ < 2. To take care of both the norms normally mixed sensitivity norm is 
used which is given by: 
Δ =  
𝑆
𝑇
 
∞
                                                              (38) 
Therefore our requirement is to design a controller which yields || Δ ||∞ < 2 for robust stability 
and performance.  
           For our system, plant transfer function is G(s) as obtained in chapter 3.3. So, G(s) is given 
by; 
G(s) =  
𝐺11 (𝑠) 𝐺12(𝑠)
𝐺21(𝑠) 𝐺22(𝑠)
  
and two loop controller transfer function is given by; 
C(s) =  
𝐶1(𝑠) 0
0 𝐶2(𝑠)
  
where, C1(s) = KP1 + KD1.s   and  C2(s) = KP2 + KD2.s  
So, the open loop transfer function L(s) = G(s).C(s) 
Sensitivity for our system is given by: 
S(s) = ( I + L )
-1
 
So the complementary transfer function T(s) = ( I – S ) 
where I is the identity matrix of order 2. 
            Using “sigma[S:T]” command in MATLAB, the mixed sensitivity norm || Δ ||∞ for the 
TLFM system is plotted. Also the root locus plot for G11(s).C1(s) and G22(s).C2(s) is obtained 
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using “rlocus” command and both the results are analyzed to get robust two loop PD gains. The 
results thus obtained are shown below: 
 
Fig.4.4: Mixed Sensitivity (Δ) plot for KP1 = KP2 = 0.7 and KD1 = KD2 = 0.7 
 
Fig.4.5: Root locus plot with KP1 = KP2 = 0.7 and KD1 = KD2 = 0.7 
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Fig.4.6: Mixed Sensitivity (Δ) plot for KP1 = KP2 = 2.7 and KD1 = KD2 = 2.7 
 
Fig.4.7: Root locus plot with KP1 = KP2 = 2.7 and KD1 = KD2 = 2.7 
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Fig.4.8: Mixed Sensitivity (Δ) plot for KP1 = KP2 = 3.5 and KD1 = KD2 = 3.5 
 
Fig.4.9: Root locus plot with KP1 = KP2 = 3.5 and KD1 = KD2 = 3.5 
From the above mixed sensitivity and root locus plots it is observed that for PD gains [2.7, 2.7] 
the system exhibits good robust stability and less settling time and for higher PD gains mixed 
sensitivity margin crosses 6dB line making the system robustly unstable. 
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5.1 Open Loop Responses of Nonlinear Model 
            In this chapter simulation of the dynamic model output responses are presented. The 
nonlinear state-space model of the two-link flexible manipulator dynamic equation described in 
chapter 2 is simulated using ‘ODE45’ command in MATLAB. The system parameters 
considered for simulation is given in the table below. 
TABLE 1 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
ρ1 0.2 kg/m ρ2 0.2 kg/m 
L1 0.5 m L2 0.5 m 
M1 0.1 kg M2 0.1 kg 
Jo1 0.0083 kg m
2 
Jo2 0.0083 kg m
2 
Jh1 0.1  kg m
2 
Jh2 0.1 kg m
2 
Mh2 1 kg Mp 0.1 kg 
EI1 = EI2 1 N m
2
 Jp 0.0005 kg m
2
 
 
            Simulating the nonlinear state space model for 2 seconds using different initial conditions 
in MATLAB following results were obtained, 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Fig.5.1: (a) Joint evolution (θ2(0)   = 0 , δ21(0) = 0.1  ,  δ22(0)   = 0.002) ,(b) Deflections of link 1 
(θ2(0)  = 0 , δ21(0) = 0.1 , δ22(0)  = 0.002),  (c) Deflections of link 2 (θ2(0) = 0 ,  δ21(0) = 0.1,  
δ22(0)   = 0.002) 
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5.2 Open Loop Responses of Linear Model 
           Now the output responses of linear state-space model obtained in chapter 3.2 is 
superimposed with that of the nonlinear state-space model with initial conditions as δ21(0) = 0.1 
and δ22(0) = 0.002 and simulation time 2 sec at 10 msec integration step; 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) 
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(e) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (f) 
Fig.5.2: (a) Link-1 Joint evolution, (b) Link-2 Joint evolution (c), (d) Deflections of Link-1, 
 (e), (f) Deflections of Link-2.   
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5.3 Closed Loop Responses of PD Compensated 
Model 
            A simulink model is made using MATLAB having three different models; nonlinear 
state-space model, transfer function model & linear state-space model and two loop PD 
controllers for each of the models. The simulink block diagram is shown below;  
Fig.5.3: Simulink Block Diagram 
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The tip positions of both the links of the two-link flexible manipulator for PD controller gains 
obtained from robust analysis (Kp = 2.7 and Kd = 2.7) are plotted in the following figures, 
Fig.5.4: Tip performances of 3 different models using PD controller gains Kp = 2.7 and Kd = 2.7 
with reference inputs to link-1 tip position as 0 and link-2 tip position as 1 for MP = 0.1 kg. 
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Fig.5.5: Tip performances of 3 different models using PD controller gains Kp = 2.7 and Kd = 2.7 
with reference inputs to link-1 tip position as 1 and link-2 tip position as 0 for MP = 0.1 kg. 
           The PD controller was initially designed for transfer function model by sensitivity and 
robust stability study. Then it was implemented on the nonlinear model. And as seen from the 
Fig.5.4, Fig.5.5 for different combination of tip position inputs this also gives the same output as 
that of the linear model. 
           Furthermore for robustness study the tip positions of both the links are plotted for a 
different  value of   the  tip   mass.  The following  figure  presents  the  tip   performances   for 
MP = 60 grams or 0.06 kg.  
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Fig.5.6: Tip performances of 3 different models using PD controller gains Kp = 2.7 and Kd = 2.7 
with reference inputs to link-1 tip position as 1 and link-2 tip position as 0 for MP = 0.06kg 
 
            From Fig.5.6 it is observed that the responses are almost similar to that of Fig.5.5, thus 
ensuring the robust stability for the system. 
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Conclusion 
 Modeling is the essence of interpreting a physical system in mathematical form which 
further facilitates in system analysis and controller design. The physical model of Two Link 
Flexible Manipulator (TLFM) has been analyzed and kinematic and Lagrangian modeling is 
done for the system to develop a dynamic model. The mathematical model obtained thus is found 
to be a nonlinear one. It is also found to be highly unstable and complex in nature. Using the 
system parameters the response of the nonlinear model is verified. From this model equivalent 
state space model is framed and then it is linearized about the equilibrium points. The resulting 
model is the linear model which responded well about the operating points and its neighborhood. 
Next a controller is designed for better tip performance and robust stability of the TLFM. For tip 
position control a simple and easily available PID controller design is proposed. But it is 
observed that the plant already has two poles at origin, so the objective becomes to design a PD 
controller rather than PID controller. Then for obtaining the gains of the controller, root locus 
loop shaping technique has been adopted. Robustness and stability criterion for the plant with PD 
controller are verified and positive inference is drawn. Finally this controller is employed to the 
nonlinear model and tip responses and robustness is analyzed. 
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